IPAD KNEEBOARDS – IPAD HOLDERS

IPRO AVIATOR KNEEBOARD

The all new iPro Aviator kneeboard for the Apple iPad brings added features and a new low price. Featuring: • FlipOver Writing Surface • Rubber Foam Internal Padding • Foldout Kickstand for Desktop Use • Acts as a Virtual Office. Features: • Weighs under one pound • Rotates 360 degrees with locking stops every 90 degrees • Rotates right to left and left to right • Fitted with a modified PanaVise 685-PM quick disconnect • Low cost • Fits all AMPS pattern mounting systems of different makes • Comes completely assembled ready for install • Will fit with most third party iPad protective covers installed • Fits the following sub mounts: In-Dash (make model specific), Vacuum (809-AMP), Post (Slimline 717-06, 717-09, and 717-12), Flex (797-10, 797-12, and 797-14), Valu (7 box cover plate and Universal) … P/N 13-09886 $69.99

SPINCLIK IPAD MOUNT

The SpinClik is a rugged, lightweight mounting system designed for the iPad. This unique design allows the iPad to be mounted in any position around the aircraft. Features: • Weighs under one pound • Rotates 360 degrees with locking stops every 90 degrees • Rotates right to left and left to right • Fitted with a modified PanaVise 685-PM quick disconnect • Low cost • Fits all AMPS pattern mounting systems of different makes • Comes completely assembled ready for install • Will fit with most third party iPad protective covers installed • Fits the following sub mounts: In-Dash (make model specific), Vacuum (809-AMP), Post (Slimline 717-06, 717-09, and 717-12), Flex (797-10, 797-12, and 797-14), Valu (7 box cover plate and Universal) … P/N 13-09885 $43.75

IPAD KNEEBOARD

The hard outer shell is excellent for keeping your iPad looking new at all times. Designed with function in mind the kneeboard has a built-in storage cubby for Mini Mag Lite, iPad stylus, and pen/pencil. It’s the epitome of a virtual office. Features: • Constructed With High Performance Poly-Carbonate Material • “Comfort Curve” For Ergonomic Fit And Superior Stability • Adjustable Leg Strap For Tip-Over Protection • But Comfortable Fit – Easy Storage. For Generation 1 iPad Only … P/N 13-08297 $69.99

APPSTRAP TILTPAD IPAD MINI

 Comes with a unique tilt pad that can be positioned to enhance viewing and remove annoying glare. A low-profile, high-quality, and versatile kneeboard mount at a reasonable price. Note: Product received will be strap & skin only. This is not a kneeboard, only a strap & skin that your iPad mini fits in. … P/N 13-12709 $38.95

APPSTRAP TILT PILDS

The original tilt-pad will convert any device or case into a kneeboard. Heavy-duty leg strap. Velcro joint. 2 Tilt Pads. … P/N 13-12954 $15.95

APPSTRAP CONVERSION KIT

Turn any tablet into a kneeboard with our DIY kit! Die cut velcro joint. Compatible with most covers/skins. Portrait or Landscape. Instantly share or stow. … P/N 13-12953 $29.95

GENESIS 2 - IPAD2 / IPAD3 KNEEBOARD & CASE

Soft hinge design allows the front cover to fold behind flat to minimize yolk interference and allows access to the headphone port when closed. Camera holes for the forward and rear facing cameras allow access for Facetime Tim, photos or video. Lastly, the new location of the microphone is accounted for and is left open for clear recording of sound during video use. Made of ultra-durable ballistic nylon material on the exterior, and lined with brushed suede microfiber to pamper the iPad surfaces. Loops on the sides are for small pens or pencils. When not flying, the case converts into an iPad stand with unlimited angle adjustments for viewing. … P/N 13-11465 $26.95

GENESIS X IPAD ROTATING KNEEBOARD / CASE

Made to fit all generations of iPads and port locations. Main frame is made of tough ABS and the corners made of Polyurethane. The frame is contoured around the rear camera and the front camera is completely unobstructed to allow access for Facetime Tim, photos or video. Size: 10” x 7.8” x 1”. … P/N 13-12399 $33.50

GENESIS IPAD CLIPBOARD ADD-ON

A sturdy 3001 grade aluminum clipboard is riveted to a soft velvet backing to protect your iPad touch screen. Pen holder at the top. This is an add-on accessory for the genesis and genesis 2 iPad cases. Not a standalone kneeboard. … P/N 13-14734 $24.75

IPAD KNEEBOARD PRO

Made of anodized aluminum that is strong and lightweight. It is a form fitted case that is padded with a layer of foam that holds the iPad securely in place. Its cut-out design provides access to all of the iPad ports, buttons and controls. Wide elasticized removable velcro strap, allows the case to be held securely and comfortably to your leg. There are four rubber pads on the rails that allow the case to sit on a desk or table securely as well. The iPad and clipboard are not included. Black Generation 1 iPad … P/N 13-09417 $169.00

Black Generation 2/3 iPad … P/N 13-10003 $169.00

Silver Generation 1 iPad … P/N 13-09416 $129.00

Silver Generation 2/3 iPad … P/N 13-10002 $169.00

IPAD KNEEBOARD PRO C

Designed to accommodate all preferences for how you like to use it - both right and left hand, attached to the right or left leg, as a traditional kneeboard or as a lap desk. The choice is yours. Includes a specialized clip-board that adheres on the outside or inside of the case. This allows you the choice and flexibility to carry and take notes in-flight. Note: The iPad is NOT included. Black Generation 1 iPad … P/N 13-09415 $199.00

Black Generation 2/3 iPad … P/N 13-09996 $199.00

Silver Generation 1 iPad … P/N 13-09414 $199.00

Silver Generation 2/3 iPad … P/N 13-09999 $199.00

MYGOFLIGHT PRO C BUNDLE

The MyGoFlight.com Flight Bag PLC Slim and the iPad Kneeboard Pro C have been bundled together for pilots to be able to have on complete package for carrying your iPad securely into the cockpit. Have extra room for screen cleaners and clutches, pens and paper. The iPad is not included. For iPad 1, iPad 2, and iPad3. Black Generation 1 iPad … P/N 13-09419 $229.00

Silver Generation 1 iPad … P/N 13-09418 $219.00

Silver Generation 2/3 iPad … P/N 13-10001 $229.00

IPRO AIR COMMANDER KNEEBOARD

iPro Air Commander kneeboard for the Apple iPad Air Features: • FlipOver Writing Surface • Rubber Foam Internal Padding • Comfortable Leg Strap • Accomodates the iPad Air • Strong and Lightweight • Form Fit … P/N 13-15819 $68.75

KUDO SOLAR IPAD 2/3 CASE

This KudoCase for iPad 2 has all the features the solar case by Kudo has to offer! Indoor/Outdoor Solar Power giving you up to an average 10 days of use. An extended battery, USB Power-out charger, HDMI, Whistle Locator, Multiple Stands and the automatic Sleep/Wake feature built in. This durable case is one you can be proud of with a housing made from biodegradable grain and the worlds only indoor operating organic solar panel. Lime Green … P/N 13-12335 $189.95

Black … P/N 13-12334 $189.95

Pink … P/N 13-12336 $189.95

Light Blue … P/N 13-12338 $149.95

Gray … P/N 13-12337 $189.95

IPAD OP CASE

This iPad case is referred to as the “OP” case because it serves dual-purpose, to Operate & Protect. It provides protection from normal use, handling and transport and you don’t have to remove the iPad to operate it. Open it like a book and you’re ready to power-up. iPad not included. … P/N 13-11597 $44.95

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST

CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST

PEACHTREE CITY, GA • (877) 477-7823

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice